
1 Introduction
The technological advances in data acquisition systems
such as multibeam and laser scanning have produced
tremendous amounts of data for different applications and
extended the role of hydrography. Therefore, the
International Hydrographic Organization (IHO) has
extended the definition of hydrography from “the branch
of applied sciences which deals with the measurement and
description of the physical features of the navigable
portion of the Earth’s surface and the adjoining coastal
areas, with special references to their use for the purpose
of navigation” (IHO, 1994) to include “the physical
features of oceans, seas, coastal areas, lakes and rivers, as
well as with the prediction of their change over time, for
the primary purpose of safety of navigation and in support
of all other marine activities, including economic
development, security and defence, scientific research, and
environmental protection” (IHO, 2009). The definition
recognizes the wider user group of hydrographic data such
as mariners, geophysicists, geologists, ROV operators and
environment researchers.

To facilitate users’ interoperation of hydrographic
data, a 3D cartographic visualization that enables them to
interact with and improve insight is essential. The natural
capability of humans to see in 3D and the fact that the
surrounding world is 3D has stimulated illustrators and
map-makers to find techniques to convey the third
dimension on a 2D image or map. Traditionally, depth
perception was implemented in a 2D image by using
different depth cues such as shading, overlapping and
perspective projection (Kraak, 1993). In the last two
centuries (Toutin and Vester, 2000), stereo models,
anaglyphs, chromo-stereoscopic images and holograms
have been used as 3D visualization methods. The

relationships between land shape and structure, slopes,
water ways, surface material and vegetative growth are
examples of data displayed in these ways (Toutin and Vester,
2000).

In hydrography, the traditional presentation of 3D
data incorporates the 2D image and contours to indicate
depth and height, and some depth cues such as shading and
perspective projection. Recently, Ostnes (2005) used
chromo-stereoscopy as a 3D system to display
hydrographic data. 

2 Chromo-stereopsis and 
Chromo-stereoscopy (CS)
Chromo-stereopsis and chromo-stereoscopy are the most
frequently used terms in publications (Ostnes, 2005; Petrie
et al., 2001; Toutin, 1997; Ucke, 1998; and Wallisch et al.,
2001) to describe the phenomenon of colour effect in 3D
perception, and the viewing system that uses depth
perception through colours; stereoscopy and stereopsis
means depth perception, and chroma means colour. Toutin
and Vaster (2000) clearly distinguished between the terms,
by donating the term chromo-stereopsis to the
physiological phenomenon, while chromo-stereoscopy
(CS) to the 3D viewing system that uses this phenomenon.
Therefore, these terms will be adopted in this paper
although other authors have used different names; Bailey
and Clark (1999) used the term ChromaDepth that
coincides with the commercial brand of the corresponding
3D glasses, while Sundet (1972) and Kishto (1965) used
colour-stereoscopy. 

The concept of chromo-stereopsis is credited to
Elenthoven theory (1885) (Ostnes, 2005; Toutin and
Vester, 2000; and Verwichte, 2006), which describes it as a
phenomenon in which the apparent depth of two coplanar
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identical objects can be perceived differently according to
their colours (Toutin and Vester, 2000). Elenthoven
attributed this finding to transversal chromatic dispersion
and the asymmetrical relation of the visual and optical
axes (Toutin and Vester, 2000) that produces a
physiological phenomenon known as advancing and
retreating colour (Robinson, 1995), where light entering
the eye is refracted in inverse proportion to its wavelength.

Wavelengths of the visible spectrum (Figure 1) range
from 400 nm (blue) to 700 nm (red). Accordingly, blue
light with the shortest wavelength will be projected to the
furthest plane and red light with the longest wavelength to
the closest plane. This causes the eye to refocus for
differently coloured objects, providing potentially false
cues about their relative positions known as chromo-
stereopsis (Murray, 1994).

Modern Chromo-stereoscopy
Research on human vision and CS revealed that chromo-
stereopsis is naturally perceived, but with minimal effect
(Sundet, 1972), as shown in Figure 2a. Using the physical
properties of refraction, Kishto (1965) designed a single
prism optics, that performs a chromatic dispersion of the
colour in the image, but it also deviates the line of sight to
the image resulting in an unpleasant effect on the viewer.
Richard Steenblik (1987) established modern CS (Bailey
and Clark, 1999; Petrie et al., 2001) by introducing the
superchromatic prism that amplifies chromo-stereopsis. 

The Steenblik system (1993) uses a pair of prisms
attached back to back and pointing in opposite directions
(Steenblik, 1993; Verwichte, 2006) One prism is highly
dispersive for colour while the other has low dispersion

characteristics (Toutin and Vester, 2000) with the high
diffractive prism separating the colours, and the low
dispersive prism ensuring the rays reach the eye
(Verwichte, 2006). There are two types of chromo-
stereopsis: positive and negative. When a high dispersive
prism is before the low dispersive prism, red colours
appear closer than blue colours (Verwichte, 2006)
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Figure 1 Visible light spectrum as part of the overall electromagnetic spectrum (© Addison Wesley Longman, 1999)

Figure 2 Natural and amplified chromo-stereopsis (from
Wallisch et al., 2001)



resulting in positive chromo-stereopsis (Toutin and Vester,
2000), while, the opposite arrangement of the prisms
reverses the colour order producing negative chromo-
stereopsis (Figure 3). The commercial glasses produce a
positive chromo-stereopsis (red in front).

Chromo-Stereoscopic Image and ChromaDepth
Glasses 
CS is a 3D viewing system that combines a chromo-
stereoscopic image and 3D ChromaDepth glasses. An
unusual feature of CS is that, in contrast to all other
stereoscopic techniques, the user does not have to use a
stereo pair of images; only a single coloured-image is
required (Steenblik, 1993). The image contains the
dimensions X and Y, while the third dimension Z is
expressed as colours that are highly contrasted with the
background (Bailey and Clark, 1999). The resulting
apparent stereoscopic effect is created by the passive
optics in the 3D ChromaDepth glasses that decode the
colour-coded image (Verwichte, 2006). Current
ChromaDepth glasses are made of very thin clear
diffractive micro-optic film that has the efficiency of the
super-chromatic prism and is cost effective (Steenblik,
1987). For printed and screen displays, there are standard
(STD) and high definition (HD) glasses that are
inexpensive, but easily accessible and commercially
available through American Paper Optics.

Advantages of Chromo-Stereoscopy
CS is coloured-dependent, and the role of colour to present
information has been well established (Tufte, 1990).
Colour can express multidimensional data (Ware and
Beatty, 1988) and significantly enhance the users’
perceptions of information (Judd and Eastman, 1971).
Although obtaining chromo-stereoscopic effects requires
an image coloured specifically to the application, the
process of this operation is simple and affordable. This
image can be seen naturally as 2D flat image, and

transformed into 3D image when 3D ChromaDepth
glasses are used (Bailey and Clark, 1999). Also, chromo-
stereoscopic is compatible with all display media: printed
image, monitors, overhead projectors and webs (Steenblik,
1993; Wallisch et al., 2001). Furthermore, the chromo-
stereoscopic depth can be perceived by colour-blind
people since it depends on the position of the projected
wavelength on the retina, not on colour recognition
(Wallisch et al., 2001). 

Applications of Chromo-stereoscopy
Research into the use of chromo-stereoscopy reveals that
only a few applications have used this technique, although
chromo-stereoscopic glasses have been available since the
early 1990s. Bailey and Clark (1999) tested the suitability
of CS to present landscapes, 3D maps, 3D CAD models
and models of chemical particles. In remote sensing,
Toutin (1997) and Petrie et al. (2001) investigated the
application of CS to improve spatial perception of data by
colour encoding of elevation variances in 3D maps.
Verwichte and Galsgaard (1998) utilized CS in solar
physics for numerical experiments with 3D data. In a
different approach, Wallisch et al. (2001) applied CS to
highlight abstract information where the priority of the
objects are mapped linearly to a perceived depth. Recently,
Ostnes (2005) investigated the benefit and compatibility of
CS to hydrographic data. 

Hydrographic data can be classified broadly as the
sea’s surface, bathymetry (depth data), tides and tidal
streams, man-made objects (navigational marks, lights and
buoyage), Remotely Operated Vehicles (ROVs), and
biological data. Despite being 3D data, they are commonly
presented in 2D, while the illusion of depth is achieved
with different depth cues such as shading, overlapping,
and linear perspective with colour stratification along the
Z axis. Ostnes (2005) applied CS to four models
representing different categories of hydrographic data and
demonstrated the suitability of this 3D viewing system;
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Figure 3 Chromo-stereopsis and the interchanged position of the prisms in the
superchromatic prism (from Verwichte, 2006): negative when the low dispersion
prism is before the high dispersive prism (left) and positive when this is reversed
(right).



Figure 4 illustrates two examples including objects,
bathymetry and tidal stream data in the water column.
Ostnes (2005) concluded that CS facilitates and enhances
understanding these models.

3 The Way Forward for Hydrographic
Data
The successful application of CS to hydrographic data
inspired further research to be conducted. The primary
focus is to improve the user interface functionality and
adopt the IHO standard of colour use in electronic
displays. To date, current work has developed a new
graphical user interface (GUI) for improved usability.
Users will be able to import their own data and apply a
chromo-stereoscopic colouring system to switch between
Cyan, Yellow and Magenta (CYM) on a white background
and Red, Green and Blue (RGB) on a black background.
The viewpoint can also be adjusted so that the image can
be rotated in a similar fashion to 3D globes such as Google
Earth that have become popular.

Since the assignment of colours in CS depends on
the desired depth perception, colours cannot be used
according to pre-established meanings (such as blue for
water, brown for the terrain, or red and green for the
navigation buoys), or colour conventions (red for shallow
water and blue for deep water). Therefore, the discrepancy
of colour used in contrast to the natural built environment
can be confusing. To solve this issue, the GUI offers the
user two views: conventional (colour stratification along Z
axis) and chromo-stereoscopic (oblique) colouring. The
optimal effect of CS can be obtained by either using RGB

colours on a black background or CYM on a white
background. The IHO requires that electronic charts
provide the highest contrast between foreground and
background and accommodate the different illumination of
the bridge between day and night. Thus colouring is based
upon a white background with CYM colours and a black
background with RGB colours (IHO, 2004). Therefore, the
GUI is designed to enable users to switch between the two
chromo-stereoscopic modes CYM and RGB.

GUI Components and Functions
The GUI (Figure 5) uses two discrete types of controllers: 

• Push Buttons: the user presses down the buttons to
activate their functions. These can be to import and
display the data or to apply RGB or CYM CS; and

• Edit box: to provide the user with input interface for
the view point (camera position) as (x, y, and z)
input. 

For output: the GUI uses two separate axes; one for a
conventional colouring system and the other for chromo-
stereoscopic system, alternating between RGB and CYM. 

4 Conclusion and Future Work
Upon the success of the developmental part, a verification
and validation of the software, and the usability of the
system, research will be conducted through structured
interviews for a focused user group. The group will be
mainly chosen to represent different users of marine data;
for instance, mariners, ROV operators and hydrographers.
The results of this process will feed back into the GUI
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Figure 4 Chomo-stereoscopic models of hydrographic data (from Ostnes, 2005). The variation of the tidal currents’ speed
and direction are represented by arrows of different lengths and directions and the CS highlights the relative location of
these streams to the vessel (left). CS facilitates understanding the relative positions of the two ROVs to each other and to the
vessel and the seabed (right).



design so that it can meet the regulatory standards and be
optimized for the target audience. In the longer term, the
aim would be for manufacturers to include the option
within electronic displays.
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